CABLE: #24 AWG, 5 COND. (ECX01279)

CONNECTOR SHIELDING:
- WRAP 2" COPPER FOIL (EIA00281) OVER GROMMET, SHIELD & DRAIN WIRE
- ADD 2 LAYERS OF HEATSHRINK (EIW00108) AND 5-DOT GROMMET (AS SHOWN) SUPPLIED WITH BACKSHELL
- FOILD BACK DRAIN WIRE AND FOIL SHIELD SUCH THAT THE SILVER SURFACE IS OUTSIDE.

CABLE LENGTH:
- CABLE LENGTHS (xx) ARE IN DECIMETERS
  - EXAMPLE: FOR C22508-30, 30 = 30 DECIMETERS (3 METERS)

ALL TOLERANCES ARE +/- .25".

NOTES:

DESS CONNECTOR (ECX00781)
BACKSHELL (ECX01021)

15 PIN HD MALE CONNECTOR (ECX01287)
BACKSHELL (ECX01021)

CABLE WRAP LABEL (EIA00113):
- 2 REQUIRED (1 AT EACH END), APPLY LABELS IN FLAG FASHION SO THAT ALL TEXT IS VISIBLE.
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TOLERANCES ON
- FRACTIONS
- DECIMALS
- ANGLES
- 0 TO 6 5/32
- 7/32 TO 1
- 0-30
- OVER 6 1/16
- JXX 7/32 OVER 6 1/16
- JXX 1/32
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